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ABSTRACT  

Different from computer vision based approaches in audience par-
ticipation research, such as in Glimmer [1] and in Flock [2], this  
paper presents a mobile approach to collecting and visualizing  

bodily responses from audience members. A mobile biometric  

application is designed as a novel medium that interfaces audi-
ence members to experienced content. To realize our goal on a  

mobile platform, a combination of video-imaging-based heart rate  

measurement and Zeroconf networking technology [3] (Bonjour)  

is implemented. As a proof of concept, we successfully collect  

continuous heart rate values from 3 mobile phones devices simul-
taneously and use the derived heart rate statistics to drive artistic  

audio and visual rendering. Preliminary results include two iOS  

applications and two mobile-biometric-enabled media arts instal-
lations.  

1. INTRODUCTION  

Similar to the use of biometrics in electronic art [4], a novel mobile  

biometrics system is designed and implemented in this paper. In  

designing public interactive interfaces in settings like theatres, gal-
leries, theme park, and museums [5], our mobile biometrics pro-

vide a new design parameter that captures audience or spectators’  

bodily response. We first review the use of technology in audi-
ence participation and response research in the fields of affective  

computing [6], electronic arts [7], and collaborative musical expe-
riences [1][2][8]. Then, we propose the use of a mobile biometric  
application as a probe to measure audiences bodily responses and  

demonstrate electronic artistic applications we implemented based  

on our mobile biometrics. Third, the design and implementation is  
described. Fourth, we present a preliminary evaluation of our mo-
bile heart rate measurement implementation using a commercial  

Photoplethysmograph sensor (Biopac System Inc. [9]). Finally,  

future research directions and final thoughts are discussed.  

2. CAPTURING AUDIENCE EXPERIENCE  

Tools that allow participation of large audiences in electronic art  

applications have become an emergent field of research [8]. A  
real-time response device for collecting listeners’ impressions on  

a temporal arts piece has been discussed in [10]. The type of bio-
metrics we choose to implement in this study is a mobile heart rate  

monitor using the built-in camera of mobile phone devices. Our  

implementation is non-invasive because we are using an optical  

signal. Mobile biometrics and imaging-based biometrics, partic-

ularly heart rate measurement, have recently become emergent in  

both academic and in commercial circles due to recent advance-

ment in software design and the miniaturization of the necessary  

hardware [6] [11]. The issue of scalability has been addressed in  
designing such a system for interactive audience participation [ 12].  

We intend to introduce our mobile heart rate monitor as valid in-
dicator of audience members arousal states. The main advantage  

of our mobile biometrics is its simple deployment and use in pub-
lic interactive multimedia installations. This paper aims to explore  

the design and validity of such an unobtrusive, real-time audience  

participation system  

2.1. Design  

Existing biometrics-based electronic art installation have been re-
stricted to either wired physiological data acquisition equipment  
[6] or limited to only one individual, as opposed to audience mem-
bers in a real-time and aggregated fashion [25] [26]. Application in  

the current affective computing field has personal heart rate mon-
itoring devices on mobile platforms [10][11], which inspires us  

to extend such optical sensing approaches with network streaming  

capability. Our overall design objective is to create a tool that en-

ables experiential design in the context of electronic art that takes  

into account the bodily responses of the audience members. The  
scenario we consider is a setting such as an interactive installation  

or an electronic art concert that uses audience participation or au-
dience response technique as a design parameter. Specifically, the  

use of available mobile phone devices will provide a sense of feed-

back and control for audience members which is likely to increase  

the audiences participation in the event. To achieve such a design  

objective, a mobile biometric application that is easily deployable  
and measures the audience members’ heart rate unobtrusively and  

in real-time is required.  

2.2. Implementation  

The system implementation consists of three parts. First, an iOS  

application utilizes the built-in camera of the mobile device in  

measuring the users heart rate. Second, Bonjour is implemented  

so that the network connection can be set up with minimal config-

uration steps. After network connection is set up, the heart rate  

value can be transmitted back to server via OpenSoundControl  

(OSC) [13] in real-time. Last, a server-side application capable  

of receiving heart rate values from audiences mobile device is im-
plemented in a Max/MSP [14] environment. For the heart rate  

measurement, audience members have to place the index finger of  

their dominant hand on the mobile devices camera lens (see Fig-
ure 2). Thereafter, the iOS application accesses each video frame  
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Figure 1: System design  

from the built-in camera, and uses a finger-blood-volume-pulse  

signal in combination with a heart rate detection algorithm sim-

ilar to that implemented in the Heartphone project [9] to compute  

the audience members heart rate. To enhance the performance of  

the heart rate measurement on a mobile device, we use the devices  

flashlight when acquiring the finger-blood-volume-pulse signal is  

in acquisition. To realize Zeroconf networking implementation on  

an iOS platform, Bonjour is implemented in our application. This  

makes it possible to connect to a server in a local area network with  

one-click on the user interface and it greatly reduces the configu-
ration steps in setting up the server IP and port number. Finally,  

it uses our mobile biometrics to scale a 3D animation rendering as  

an example of the technologys capability. Intuitively, a 3D human  

heart model is animated based on the computed heart rate statis-
tics. Visualization is done using OpenFrameWorks C++ Toolkits  

[15]. Our prototype system is implemented using a laptop that runs  

Max/MSP as server and three iOS mobile phone devices (iPhones)  

as clients. As our first prototype, the system is currently restricted  

to work within a Local Area Network (LAN), but later implemen-
tations will make it possible to deploy the system via an internet  

protocol.  

3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS  

As a working prototype of our system, the Max/MSP application  

running on the server successfully collects continuous heart rate  

values from 3 iPhones and uses the computed statistics for artistic  

graphics rendering. In Figure 3, we show an application that scales  

a human heart model based on incoming heart rate values from our  

mobile biometric application. So far, our mobile biometrics have  

been used in two iOS applications and two public media arts in-
stallations. The two iOS artistic applications are BioCymatics and  

HRclient, and the two public media arts installation are Ambient  

Figure 2: The image on the left illustrates where user should place  

his/her index finger for the heart rate measurement. The image on  

the right shows the user interface of our mobile biometric applica-
tion.  

Vision and Fight Or Flight.  

Figure 3: Intuitive 3D heart model is animated based on input sig-
nal from our mobile biometrics application. The control interface  

is implemented using OpenFrameWorks addon ofxUI [16]  

The BioCymatics app explores the artistic use of biometric  

feedback signals (see Figure 2), such as using heart rate values to  
drive the graphical rendering of Cymatic patterns [17] and granu-

lar sound synthesis [18, 19]. In Figure 4, Ambient Vision [20] is  
an interactive audiovisual installation that addresses rippled men-
tal images as the product of perceived stimulus and the internal  

bodily responses. The internal bodily responses refer to the heart  

rate collected using our mobile biometric iOS app HRclient while  

the external perceived stimulus is reconstructed based on informa-
tion from Microsofts Kinect sensor. Throughout the installation,  
all software is configured remotely. During the exhibition, the  

spectator could easily participate in the exhibition by download- 
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ing the HRclient from app store freely. The above two examples  

demonstrate the design of our mobile biometrics application for  

both application designer and spectator participation in electronic  

art application. Fight Or Flight [21, 22] is another public installa-

tion that uses HRclient app. When the collected heart rate value  

from HRclient app exceeds certain threshold, it triggers a Boid  
swarming algorithm [23] to change between the calm state and  

chaotic state.  

Figure 4: Interactive installation that uses the 3rd version of the  

mobile biometric application. Ambient Vision at Collider media  

arts series exhibition, Akron, Ohio, March 29-31, 2012 [20]  

Figure 5: Interactive installation that uses the 3rd version of the  

mobile biometric application. Fight or Flight at UCSBs PRIMAV-
ERA of Contemporary Arts and Digital Media, April 9-12, 2012  

[21 ]  

4. DISCUSSION AND FINAL THOUGHTS  

Feedback from public installations that use our mobile biometric  

application is generally positive. In setting up Ambient Vision at  

Collider exhibition, we received good feedback from gallery staff  

for that we didn’t have to ship bio-sensing equipment to the instal-

lation site. Since we deployed our mobile biometric application  

via the App Store, it reduced the potential complex software and  

hardware configuration as well as the equipment shipping insur-

ance. One common negative feedback from user was our heart rate  

Figure 6: The blue line represents heart rate data collected using  

a commercial Photoplethysmograph sensor (Biopac System Inc.  
[9]), and the green line represents data collected using our mobile  
biometric application.  

measurement is sensitive to motion artifact and background ambi-

ent light conditions. Although heart rate signal has long been used  

in the electronic art [7] and sonification field [24], our mobile bio-
metric application is novel for its networking capability and ease  

of use in measuring heart rate. The system described in this paper  

enables research in techniques for aggregating audience input [12]  

and in other facets of the audience experience [5], such as interac-

tive spectator and performer awareness. Future works involve the  

improvement of the heart rate measurements accuracy, large-scale  

installation based on our mobile biometric application, exploring  

the use of bodily responses in designing audience experience, and  

the use of mobile continuous self-reports in combination with our  

mobile heart rate monitor.  
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